
ESSAY ON INTEGRITY OF INDIA

We have provided essay on national integration in various words limit for your National integration is of great importance
in India to enhance the individual.

It is very important that in this regard policy of communal appeasement and electoral gains and losses should
not be allowed to play their part. They have their vested interests. But some opposition parties, however,
initially did not agree to its membership. The feeling of nationalism is dominant. But Indian culture and
customs have united the Indians. Objective Hence, to avoid such problems, many national integration symbols
are use, like national song, national anthem, national flag etc are gold bodies to keep the feeling of nationalism
above all feelings. They need greater discipline and restraint in India than those in other countries.
Organisations should be set up with the aim of spreading composite culture of India. It is something which
consciousness and mind and thinking can bring. Regional imbalances should be checked and industrial growth
should be used as a method of checking these imbalances. Though Pakistan was created for Muslims, yet the
Muslims who preferred to settle in India have been given equal rights under our secular Constitution. When
the British rulers left India, they declared that these States were independent and were free to accede to either
India or Pakistan use to his firm and sagacious policy, Sardar Patel was able to secure the accession of most of
these States to India. In South there are barren lands and plateaus. It is difficult to approach them because
difficult means of transportation and communication. Political parties have a significant role to play in shaping
the national outlook. They should consider themselves as Indians first and Indians last. There are forces now
that resort to communalism, provincialism and parochialism. But from the very beginning Insani Biradri faced
serious problems. The taste and temperament, colour, features are all different. Sectarianism and
communalism disrupt our social harmony. Different crops are produced in different parts of the country.
Meaning of National Integration 2. These were, however, not taken very seriously. Those who pay lip
sympathy to the cause of national integration should be exposed to the masses. Camps which promote
leadership training are conducted for youth. We should crush them in the beginning. The Council felt that for
communal imbalances removal of social and regional imbalances was necessary. There has been political
disunity, and rise and fall of various empires. US will grow at 2. Steps towards National Integration 5.
Students in schools and colleges should be made aware of the need national and emotional integration of the
country. During its 29 months years stay in office, there were serious communal riots, in some parts of the
country, including Aligarh, which drew the attention of the people. But one of the greatest cause of
disintegration is the great economic factorâ€”the ever widening gulf between the rich and the poor. Efforts
should be made to plug these as well. After achieving Independence in August , India has made rapid strides in
every field of activity. Powerful media like radio and television should devise programmes highlighting the
paramount need of promoting national integration. The governments both at the centre as well in the state
should effectively portray their secular character. This Commission should be given real powers and its
recommendations should also be seriously taken into consideration and implemented. The Conference realised
that political parties must follow a code of conduct, if national integration was to be forged.


